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Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

2 weeks: Discover all of Poland (M-ID: 3074)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/3074-2-weeks-discover-all-of-poland

from €1,795.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request
13 days
07/15/2024 - 07/27/2024 13 days

Poland offers more for motorcyclists than you might think at first glance. Curvy and mountainous in
the south, a cruiser and landscape paradise in the north, the lakes of the Masuria, fantastic cities,
culinary highlights, and, and, and.

On this motorcycle tour, we offer you not only riding but
also many experiences - simply a real motorcycle holiday!

We invite you to discover ALL of Poland with us on the
motorcycle!

Our tour starts Monday morning in Vienna or Monday
evening in Prague (for guests, for whom the journey to
Vienna is further than to Prague). And it also ends there on
Saturday. This also makes the journey to and from your
home town more relaxed - no matter where you come from,
you have one/two extra days at the weekend. If you wish,
your luggage will be transported in the accompanying
vehicle from/to Vienna. Arrival by car/trailer/transporter is
also possible from and to the first hotel.

Day 1 - Monday
Vienna - Prague
Daily distance approx. 340 km

Departure 9.00 o'clock from Vienna to Prague. But before
we arrive there, we visit the famous place, Kutna Hora,
including its church, which was furnished only with human
bones (unbelievable, you have not seen something like that
yet!). After we have all settled in the hotel, we explore a little
bit of the city, eat a few Knedl, drink a few dark Kozel beers
:-)As mentioned, companions from Germany / Switzerland,
western Austria also do not have to go to Vienna before
and can start the tour here.

Day 2 - Tuesday
Prague - Spindleruv Mlyn
Daily distance approx. 220 km

Today we have some curves and also mountains coming

up. Our first stop leads us to Lindava, where we visit the
famous biker cave. Here a motorcycle club has
transplanted a whole motorcycle meeting place including a
restaurant into a mountain. You could even ride your bike
right up to the bar! Then it's into the Giant Mountains with
the final destination Spindleruv Mlyn. Here, too, it's winding
and mountainous - after all, Spindleruv Mlyn is also a well-
known skiing area. By the way, we will stay in a top
wellness hotel on the mountain with a pool, sauna, steam
room, and everything is "pie pa po".

Day 3 - Wednesday
Spindleruv Mlyn - Wroclaw (Breslau)
Daily distance approx. 230 km

Once again some curves are waiting - on a beautiful route
(still a part of the Giant Mountains) we are heading to the
famous city of Wroclaw. After arriving we will take a boat
trip to the old town and look for some of the 600 copper
dwarfs hidden all over the city. Dwarves??? Why dwarfs??
We will tell you on the spot! For the first time, you will also
have the opportunity to enjoy the excellent Polish cuisine -
the choice is endless, we will advise you! A walk through
the worth-seeing old town with the last gas-powered street
lamps ends this day.

Day 4 - Thursday
Wroclaw - Torun
Daily distance approx. 300 km

We continue on low-traffic Polish country roads to the
small town of Torun with its North German brick Gothic
buildings (architecturally different from the rest of Poland -
worth seeing!). A visit to the unbelievably beautiful old town
brings the day to a close. For dinner we visit a private
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brewery, whose food and drinks have so far always
delighted all fellow travelers!

Day 5 - Friday
Torun - Gdansk
Daily distance approx. 220km

Now we are going to the Baltic Sea and one of the most
beautiful cities in Poland. The way there leads over a
beautiful route through a national park on wonderfully
lonely forest roads. Here we settle down for two nights
(Gdansk will be visited in detail tomorrow).

Day 6 - Saturday
Sightseeing in Gdansk

The port city of Gdansk is arguably one of the most
beautiful cities in Poland. Therefore, we will charter a
couple of open electric minibusses to take us around the
sights. "Secret places" in the shipyard, the "old-new city",
etc. must not be missed (we’ve got an absolute insider
there with tours not everyone can book!). Following, a walk
through the old town and if desired a trip to the
Westerplatte with an old wooden ship.

Day 7 - Sunday
Gdansk - Gizycko (Lötzen)
Daily distance approx. 270km

Today we are going to the famous Masuria, the lake district
of Poland. A lot of lakes to see :-)The way there leads us
also past the famous place where Poland's ships sail on
land.

Day 8 - Monday
Gizycko - Rajgrod
Daily distance approx. 290km

Today, our route is for connoisseurs and nature lovers -
we'll be riding around in the Masurian Mountains all day
until we can't see any more lakes - and yes, there are also
some nice curves ;-) Our wellness hotel with pool, sauna,
etc. directly on a lake offers a breathtaking view including a
beautiful sunset!

Day 9 - Tuesday
Rajgrod - Warsaw
Daily distance approx. 260km

After so much nature it's time for a city again - the capital
Warsaw is calling! The way there leads over nice country
roads and through Polish villages. Nevertheless, we will
arrive in time, so that there is enough time to explore
Warsaw extensively.

Day 10 - Wednesday
Warsaw - Krakow
Daily distance approx. 290km

After the real capital of Poland, we go to the "secret" or
former capital. Many also call Krakow the most beautiful
city in the country. After our arrival, we freshen up and then
some electric buses are waiting to show us the beauties
and the history of the city. We are sure you will be as
excited as we are!

Day 11 - Thursday
Krakow - Zakopane

Daily distance approx. 120km

Now it's time for curves and mountains again! We are
heading over winding mountain paths to the famous winter
sports resort of Zakopane. Our route with 120km lets us
arrive in the early afternoon because there's a lot to
discover in Zakopane. We can take the chairlift up the
mountain, enjoy the breathtaking views and at the top of
the mountain the special promenade. Also, the amenities of
our top hotel there (the wellness area and the sauna
landscape can easily keep up with some luxury thermal
baths in our country) attract us. We also stay here for two
nights, because tomorrow we go on an extensive mountain
tour in the High Tatras!

Day 12 - Friday
Zakopane - Zakopane (High Tatras circuit)
Daily distance approx. 220km

Today a paradise of curves and mountains is waiting for us!
We ride a nice circuit over the High Tatras (partly national
park). After the flatter north now also mountain fans and
curve fanatics get their money's worth. Everybody chooses
his own speed, we also have enough time for photo stops.
In the evening we celebrate farewell in our luxury hotel,
tomorrow we head home.

Day 13 - Saturday
Zakopane - Vienna approx. 400km (or to the hometown)

In the morning we say goodbye - everyone chooses his own
journey home and his destination at the desired departure
time.
The first 120 kilometers are once again mountains, curves,
nature - after the Polish border there's a smaller pass in
Slovakia. After that it's up to you whether you choose the
highway or the country road and whether your way leads
you to Vienna or directly to your home town. Of course, we
will bring your luggage to your hotel in Vienna if you wish.

Well, and that's it, now you have seen Poland too!

------

This tour is provided with an escort vehicle to ensure your
comfort. This is convenient because you don't have to carry
your luggage, and instead you can enjoy your pleasant ride
to the fullest. The support vehicle is also very useful in case
of a breakdown, as you and your motorcycle can fit inside
and continue riding instead of waiting for the repair service.
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Countries Poland

Slovakia

Czech Republic

Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

motorcycle rent optional

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) yes

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in shared twin/double room €1,795.00

per person single room (surcharge - only available with an additional selection of the
basic price "per rider in shared twin/double room")

€585.00

Included

Personal guide during the whole trip

Accompanying vehicle (closed transporter, no daily packing, luggage simply into the car and departure; also
with breakdowns no problem - the bike is loaded into the loading space and further it goes up to the next repair
possibility)

Several newsletters and detailed checklist before departure by mail - so you are informed about everything and
can not forget anything.

Exact roadbook of the tour in paper and gpx format for the navigation system

Overnight stays in top hotels close to the city center - often with pool, spa, etc.

Daily rich breakfast in buffet form

All parking fees in the paid parking lots of the hotels (standard in Poland)

Parking for the motorcycles every night

Boat trip in the evening in Wroclaw

Bus tour including audio guide in Krakow

Entrance to the "Church of the Bones" in Kutna Hora

Bus trip including German-speaking guides in Gdansk
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Not included

Everything that is not specified under services

More details

Optional additional services:

If you need a room in Vienna for the arrival and departure day, that's no problem.    The same applies to the last
day in Prague (here the first night is already included in the price).

If you’d like to travel to the first hotel (Vienna / Prague) by car & trailer or van and park there during your trip?
No problem - let us know!

The ÖBB offers a comfortable journey from some German and Austrian cities to Vienna with the sleeping car
and bike transport.

Motorcycle rental: Through our partner, you can rent a bike of your choice (from Vienna) for the tour. So you
could also travel comfortably by plane or train to Vienna and take over your bike here.

The choices are: Travel Enduro, Sport Bike, Naked Bike

Price for the whole tour 1.350,- Euro (fully comprehensive insurance, deductible 2.000,- Euro, credit card and
copy of driving license necessary)

Maximum 14 bikes per tour
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